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Abstract—In the paper principles of functioning an
intelligent urban transport system based on unmanned
electric vehicles which capable of adapting to passenger
traffic’s changes in real time are considered. The algorithm
of drawing up a plan of passenger transportation by means
of such transport system and cassette-conveyor method of
passenger delivery are described. The upper limit of the
necessary number of transport units for the implementation
of the distribution plan is given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Continued urbanization and the increasing density of
population and traffic flows in cities are creating the
discomfort of living and using transport systems that
built on the solutions of past years. At the same time, the
development of information technologies and technology
platforms makes it possible to address emerging social
and environmental issues and to balance different types
of traffic flows (pedestrian, bicycle, new-mobility, motor
vehicles). One of these approaches is called Smart Urban
Mobility (SUM, Smart Urban Mobility), Fig.1.

Figure 1. Example of a figure caption.

Within the paradigm SUM the concept of public
transport system, developing from the point of view of
priorities of passengers and pedestrians interests - PRT
(Personal Rapid Transit) is received recognition. PRT -
transport systems use small unmanned vehicles which
moving on a dedicated line, which carry out transporta-
tion mainly in the mode of "origin - destination", i.e.
movement "on demand" of the passenger from the initial
stop to the final one without intermediate stops. Also
distinguishing features of PRT-transport are minimization
of waiting time and small volume of the cabin, which
provides privacy of the trip, comparable to the conditions

of private transport. At present, PRT transport systems
are successfully used in the West in highly connected
cluster logistics terminals: airports, railway stations, uni-
versity and medical infrastructures located in different
parts of the metropolis. As a concrete example, the use
of PRT-transport system in Heathrow airport, England.

II. SMART URBAN TRANSPORT PASSENGER SYSTEM

A. Description of smart transport system

The proposed article describes a PRT-like transport
system designed for mass passenger transportation based
on the use of unmanned electric vehicles and describes
the principles of its operation. This intelligent transport
system carries all the features of PRT, but can also
act as an alternative to traditional public transport, of-
fering a new method for the implementation of pas-
senger transportation: cassette-conveyor transportation,
the essence of which is a continuous (conveyor), with
small intervals, sending to the route of electric cars
connected to virtual couplings in cassettes, consisting of
the necessary number of vehicles, as in road trains [1].
The passenger capacity of such cassettes provides with a
small excess of the volume of requests for service from
the passenger trains. The cassette picks up all passengers
travelling to several neighboring stops on the route, thus
combining public transportation and PRT: the cassette
can carry quite a large number of passengers, comparable
to transport with increased passenger capacity, and at the
same time, passengers travel with a minimum number of
stops during the journey. Thus, the proposed intelligent
transport system consists of:

• a fleet of small-capacity unmanned electric cars,
called infobuses, which are remotely controlled by
a single information center (server) and are sent to
the route depending on the intensity of passenger
traffic so as to slightly overlap it, Fig. 2a;

• a system of terminals for payment and collection of
requests for delivery from passengers that are placed
at the route stops, as shown in Fig. 2b;

• a two-way route consisting of k stops, as shown in
Fig. 3;
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Figure 2. Infuses and its stations

Figure 3. The Route of infuses

B. Functioning of smart transport system

Infobuses move along a dedicated line on the carriage-
way one after the other without overtaking, which is risky
road maneuver, thus significantly improving the safety of
the journey, if necessary, united by virtual connections
into cassettes. When paying at a stop through the ter-
minal, the passenger also indicates the stop to which he
wishes to go. Requests from stop points are received by
the information transport system server and it forms a
special correspondence matrix Mz , Z=1,2, ..., recording
each arriving passenger at the stop. Each element mij of
matrix determines the number of passengers going from
stop i to stop j, i = 1, k − 1, j = 2, k ,where k - the
number of stops in one direction of the route.

Mz =


0 m1,2 · · · m1,k−1 m1,k

0 0 · · · m2,k−1 m2,k

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · 0 mk−1,k

0 0 · · · 0 0

 (1)

The matrix of correspondence is fixed and the server
begins to form the delivery plan of passengers on it ,
when one of its elements will satisfy a condition:

mij = a ∗ V, a ∈ [0.5, 1), i = 1, k − 1, j = 2, k (2)

where a is the elasticity coefficient that provides places
for passengers, who will arrive to a stop between the
moment of beginning of drawing up of plan and the
moment of arrival of an infobus on stop, V - volume
of an infobus.

Thus, of drawing up a distribution plan, it is deter-
mined:

• the number of infobuses involved
• a serial number ni ∈ N for each used infobus,

where i - indicates the initial stop from which the
infobus will take the passengers

• a set of delivery stops for all infobuses of a delivery
plan

⋃k−1
i=1

⋃
Jni

, where the content of the set Jni

indicates the sequential numbers of stops on which
passengers will leave the infobus.

During the drawing up the delivery plan each string i
of Mz , which contains information about the requests
of passengers travelling from stop i to next stops of
route, is processed. For insurance non - conflict motion
of infobuses during transportation of passengers from
origin stop i, the infobuses will be sent first to distant
stops, then to the nearest: j = k, k − 1, ..., i+ 1 . Thus,
each infobus receives its own sequential number ni. That
means, the first infobus receives a number 11,when it will
transport passengers from the first stop (when processing
the first line of Mz matrix) . It will deliver passengers to
the last stop k and, possibly, to some neighboring stops
k− 1, k− 2, .... The total number of passengers , which
travel to these stops, can not exceed the V volume of the
infobus.

Each infobus with an sequential number ni has its
own set of available stops. In the algorithm it will be
called a potential set of stops and will be marked JniP

. It includes all stops on the route behind the original
infobus stop, except for those stops to which previous
infobuses from the same stop have already delivered
passengers. Such infobus will deliver the passengers to
stopping points that constitute a real set of stops Jni

, and
which is a subset of a potential set of stops Jni ∈ JniP .

The exact upper boundary (the smallest upper bound-
ary) of numerical set M in mathematics is called supreme
and is signed sup M [2].

The stop with the greatest ordinal number of a poten-
tial set of stops JniP of an infobus ni will be an exact
upper boundary of set JniP and is signed as supJniP

(supreme JniP ), and always will enter into real set of
stops Jni

of an infobus ni. Whether this set will include
other stops depends on the volume of the infobus and
the number of passengers coming to them.

To determine the real set of stops Jni
of the infobus ni

, the algorithm uses a value δni
that represents the number

of stops that entered the real set of stops Jni
of the

infobus without stopping supJniP , or δni = |Jni | − 1.
Thus, for an infobus ni , the potential set of stops JniP ,
the value δni

and the real set of stops Jni
are determined
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from the following conditions [3-12]:

JniP = {i+ 1, ..., k} \
⋃
Jni−1,

J0 = ∅ni, δni ∈ N0,
SupJniP∑

j=SupJniP
−δni

mij ≤ V,

SupJniP∑
j=SupJniP

−δni
−1

mij > V

Jni
= {j|j ∈ N0,

SupJniP − δni
≤ j ≤ SupJniP }

(3)

Also, the proposed smart transport system is able to
determine stopping points from real set of stops delivery
Jni of infobus ni, where vehicle can after disembarking
also pick up additional passengers who are going to go to
his next stops of the set delivery Jni

. In another words,
all passengers (who going to the next stopping points
of real stop set Jni

) are taken in the vehicle from the
disembarking stop of set Jni , if their total number does
not exceed the current amount of available seats in the
infobus.

As an example, let’s consider the fourth line of some
correspondence matrix 10× 10 :

(
0 0 0 0 2 4 6 3 7 15

)
Let at this stop after disembarking of passengers the

amount of available seats in some infobus with the
number ni, i < 4 is equal to 11, and real set of delivery
stations is Jni

= {4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. In this case passengers
are travelling from the fourth stop to the stops {5,6,8} can
enter the infobus: 2+ 4+ 3 < 11, or to {6,7} : 4+6<11,
or {6,9}: 4+7=11 and so on. In another words, the set
of such stops is variable and determines the number of
infobuses that are involved in the transportation plan and
the volume of used passenger capacity of the vehicle’s
cabin .

With the help of the developed software for drawing
up delivery plan the simulation of the model’s work
was carried out using three algorithms of forming such
sets stopping points: sequential selection of stops, greedy
algorithm and dynamic method of the task of filling
the knapsack , using such indicators as the number
of infobuses involved and coefficient of use passenger
capacity of vehicle Kpc, which is determined by the
formula:

Kpc =

∑nspan

i=1 (1− Vfpi)
V × nspan

(4)

where V - infobus passenger capacity, nspan - the total
number of all spans (intervals between neighbouring
stops) on which the infobuses of delivery plan carried

passengers, Vfpi - is the amount of free places in the
infobus on the span.

On the basis of 1000 tests data, that represent the
dependence of the average number of infobuses involved
and the average value of the coefficient of use of pas-
senger capacity Kpc as a function of the value of the
elasticity coefficient a on the above three algorithms of
choice of stops for additional boarding of passengers, are
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig.5 .

Figure 4. Dependence of the average infobus number on the elasticity
coefficient.

Figure 5. Dependence of the average coefficient of use passenger
capacity on the elasticity coefficient.

These tests have demonstrated the greatest effective-
ness of the greedy method of selecting additional board-
ing stops over the entire determination area.

C. Estimation of the upper limit the number of infobuses
used

The upper limit of the required number of infobuses
can be estimated with an odd number of stops as well as
Nul =

k2−1
4 , with an even number of stops Nul = k2

4 .
The correctness of calculation of the upper limit has been
confirmed experimentally. Fig. 6 shows a graphic of the
dependence the number of used infobuses on the number
of stops k = 7 (Nul = 12) in one direction of the route
for three value of elasticity coefficient .
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Figure 6. Dependence of the number of used infobus on the number
of stations.

CONCLUSIONS

The paper describes the principles of functioning a
smart urban passenger transport system based on the
use of remotely operated by server unmanned vehicles
called infobuses, which could become a new type of
public transport. This type of transport is capable of
operating without interference from other vehicles in a
busy street and road environment and carrying a number
of passengers comparable to the subway, with not only
economic but also environmental benefits. And also the
algorithm of drawing up of the plan of transportation of
passengers by means of the given transport system with
use of a conveyor-cassette mode of transportation which
allows functioning it independently without participation
or with the minimum participation of the person is
described. The work is relevant, as the proposed transport
system is able to show adaptability to the dynamics of
changes in road and transport conditions.
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Умная городская транспортная система
Швецова Е.В., Шуть В.Н.

Данная статья посвящена описанию интеллектуальной го-
родской транспортной пассажирской системы на основе бес-
пилотных электрокаров, называемых инфобусами, и принци-
пам ее фукнционирования, а именно конвейерно-кассетному
способу развозки пассажиров. Во введении приведены пред-
посылки возникновения новых видов транспортных систем
в городах и в частности PRT-транспорта. Второй раздел
посвящен описанию самой транспортной системы на основе
беспилотных электрокаров и алгоритмам составления плана
развозки пассажиров посредством конвейерно-кассетного
способа. В третьем разделе приведена оценка верхней гра-
ницы использованных в плане развозки инфобусов.
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